
Instructions

Pushchair Stroller
with swivel handle bar

The pram is intended for children from the age of 0-3 years and an approved weight to 
15Kg.

The pram meets the EU safety standards 
EN 1888:  2002 + A1: 2005 + A2:2005 + A3: 2005

The Baby carrier (car seat) meets the safety standard ECE 44/04 

Please read all instructions carefully before using your pram and keep it on for 
future reference and feedback. If you do not follow these instructions you may 

impair the safety of your child.
If you do not understand the instructions and need more information, please 

contact your dealer.
Make sure that other users are aware of the functions of the car and the safety.
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Congratulations

So that he baby feels safe and secure, you have chosen a quality product from the house 
of lux4kids and therefor you made a very good choice. High quality workmanship and 
ongoing quality control systems give you the security that you have stroller for a very long 
time. The use of textiles tested for harmful substances guarantee you the safety of your 
baby.

Assembly instructions

Build up your pram

1.Pull the frame upwards on the handlebar until it snaps into the right place.
2.Be sure that the brakes are not in braking position. The parking brake must be pulled 
upwards.
3.Press the button on the wheels and push it on the axles until you hear a silent click – 
now release the button. Now check the wheel if its sits firmly.

Recommendations: The wheels and axles should be kept clean and a regularly use of 
machine oil (WD40) on wheels and axles is recommended.
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Attach the seat extension

Caution: The seat extension must always be removed before collapsing the 
pushchair. Otherwise it will be damaged.

Adjust the push bar

Pull both catches and swing the push bar to required side

WARNING: Before use, make sure that the securing mechanism is correctly 
engaged and is firm.

CAUTION: Any pressure on the push bar has a negative affect to the stability of the 
pram. Never use your pram on stairs. The Handlebar, especially the 
mechanism of the swivel slide could be damaged, when you pull your child 
upwards to the stairs.

Safety Belt

The pushchair is equipped with a 5-point safety belt. It can be adjusted separately at the 
waist, over the shoulders and between the legs.
WARNING: Use the safety belt when the child starts to sit down.

Always use the central and waist belts together

Brakes

Press the brake system located on the chassis using your foot. The brake will engage in 
the teeth. To release, simply lift the brake lever with your foot.

Make sure that the pushchair is actually at a standstill before applying the
Brake. Otherwise the brake mechanism can be damaged.
Before use, check that the attachment connections are firm. The pushchair will 
only be secure when all connections are engaged correctly.
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Adjusting the seat back

To adjust the seat back, pull up the lever behind the seat back. Move it to the required 
position and then release the lever. Please check that the seat is firmly locked into place.

Adjusting the height of the push handle

Grasp the push handle with two hands and press the two buttons at the wide part 
simultaneously, ideally using your thumbs, and adjust the height as required. Release the 
buttons after adjustment.

Folding the pram

1. Remove the seat extension
The seat extension must always be removed before the pushchair is folded. 
Otherwise it will be damaged

2. When folding, push the seat back into horizontal position
If the seat back is not in a horizontal position before folding the recliner 
mechanism will be damaged

3. At the same time, simultaneously pull towards you the elements on both sides that 
secure the push handle and fold up the pushchair. The pushchair will only fold up if 
the push handle is located behind the hood

Pushchair

Dismantle the seat extension and attach the safety bar.

Attach the safety bar for the pushchair on the front part of the pushchair. To lock, 
simultaneously press the two buttons in the arm rests and slide the safety bar in until it 
locks into place.
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Move the seat back to the required position.
Move the calf support to the required position.

Adjusting the foot rest

There are elements on both sides under the foot rest for its adjustment. To change the 
position, push both elements simultaneously and regulate the position of the foot rest.

 

Car seat

The car seat can be easily mounted on the stroller. Remove the two plates on the both 
sides. Now you can place the car seat onto the pram in driving position

Dismantling the car seat

On both sides of the car seat is a lever, pull it on both sides at the same time and you can 
remove the car seat from the pram.

Care instructions

All materials are easy to maintain

Maintain the fabric pieces

To clean dirty fabrics use only a clothes brush or clean water (dry with a hair dryer), avoid 
hard rubbing. Stubborn stains can be removed with a mild detergent. If you ever get in a 
heavy rain, dry your pram with stretched fabrics in a warm dry room, to avoid moisture in 
the inner fabric. A guaranteed weather protection is only grant when you use our rain 
cover. Besides our positive qualities, our fabrics react to intense solar radiations. Therefore 
we recommend that you park your pram in the shade.

Maintenance of the chassis

The chassis requires a special maintain. The axles must be cleaned up every 4 weeks and 
then use machine ole (wd40). Moving parts can be kept functional by using silicon spray A 
squeaking chassis can so be prevented.  Chrome-plated parts and metal parts must kept 
clean and can be maintained by using car polish if necessary. Small pain damages on the 
frame must be wiped immediately with a pain pen to avoid rust. Screws on the frame 
should be checked every month and maybe re-tightened.
Never use a pressure washer, ball bearings of the wheels and functional parts can 
be destroyed (Grind- and squeaking noises)
Wheels: Caution to the right pressure on the tires. A sufficient air pressure can damaged 
the rim. The pressure must be between 0,8 and max. 1,2 bar
WARNING! The max pressure filling is quickly reached, an excess can lead to accidents 
an injuries. The plain-wheel bushes and the springs have to be renewed on time. Avoid a 
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longer parking of pneumatic tires on light PVC or linoleum floors. Because of all rubber 
tires on the market can cause discolorations. Small pepples in the rubber wheels can also 
damage the flooring. Our wheels are under pressure, so direct solar radiation and the 
stowing in the luggage compartment under pressure at temperatures above 45°C can 
flatten or crush the filled tire.

Loss of air wheels

To prevent a total loss of air and a wobbling of the wheels. Half fill the wheels and then set 
up the mature coat until the wheel runs smoothly. Finally pump up the wheels until max.

For the safety of your Child

WARNING: Check that the pram is not damaged and no parts are cracked or broken 

before us it.

WARNING: Never leave your child alone in the pram.

WARNING: Before use check that all locks are closed

WARNING: Driving on stairs or steps, a heavy load can damage your pram and bring 

your child in danger

WARNING: Your stroller must be fixed any time you set it up. Be careful in public 

transporters to secure the footing

WARNING: pram, pushchair and carrier bags are no bed or cradle replacements and 

can only be used for traveling and transporting children.

WARNING: Make sure, that your child is not nearby the pram when you unfolding it.

WARNING: Don't let your child play with the pram.

WARNING: Any load attached to the handle affects the stability of the stroller.

WARNING: This model is suitable for 1 child.

WARNING: The seat unit, the pram top and the carrying bag can not be used to 

transport your child in the car.

WARNING: Use a safety belt as soon your child can sit alone.

WARNING: Always use the child restraint.

WARNING: Before use it is necessary to check that the carrycot or the seat unit is 

correctly engaged.

WARNING: For safety reasons: Only use original accessories and spare parts

WARNING: This product is not suitable for jogging and skating.

WARNING: The seat unit is not for children under the age of 6 month.

Quality agreement

2 years warranty

With this product you have a warranty against your contract partner for 2 years. The 
warranty period begins with the delivery of the product. Please keep this completed form 
signed, your sales receipt to prove. The warranty applies to all material and manufacturing 
defects that are at time of delivery
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Your Retailer

Warranty in case of complaints

The warranty reefers to all material and manufacturing defects existing at time of delivery

No warranty

Damage caused by improper use (see instructions)
Damage caused by faulty installation or commissioning
Damage caused by careless handling or improper maintenance of the purchased goods
Damage due to improper modifications of the purchased item

Use, care and maintenance

The stroller is for transporting children and must be maintained according to the 
instructions above.

Have fun with your brand new stroller. Your lux4kids Team!

Sellex Place
Bövemannstraße 3e

48268 Greven
Tel.: 02571/9195720

Fax: 02571/91957210
lux4kids Store

Hammerstraße 350
48153 Münster 

Tel.: 0251/ 87136739
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